MOUNTS ALIGN REELS WITH WORK

Wear and tear on cord or cable is greatly reduced when the reel is aligned so the guide faces the direction of pull. These reel mounts allow the reel to turn toward the work and pivot or swing if the cord or hose is moved from side to side during use. Both are designed for use with the GL series Industrial Quality Cord Reels or GRC series Compact Hose Reels.

Reel that does not pivot or swing with side-to-side motion places undue stress on cord or hose as well as reel. Result: Increased wear and shortened life.

Properly mounted reel pivots or swings as cord or hose travels side-to-side. Straight pull off reel improves operation, increases life of reel and cord or hose.

WALL MOUNTED SWING BASE
Model RC-WP

Wall Mounted Swing Base allows reel to pivot 180°. Made of heavy steel, base features positive stops to prevent reel from contacting wall and porous bronze bushings. Fits all GL and GRC reels.

340° PIVOT BASE
Model RC-PB-B

Heavy duty steel 340° Pivot Base allows reel to follow cord or hose. Base features positive stop to prevent over travel which could tangle input lines. May be mounted with reel base facing up or down. Fits all GL and GRC reels.